A MECHANISTIC STUDY OF FAILURE OF CONCRETE SUBJECTED TO CYCLIC THERMAL LOADS

ABSTRACT  The report describes a study to investigate mechanisms which lead to fatigue failure of concrete pavement surfaces due to their repeated exposure to the hot exhaust gases of the auxiliary power unit (APU) of F/A-18 aircraft. The experimental results show a degradation of the microstructure and the mechanical properties with thermal cycling. Analytical modeling was used to calculate temperature and stress distributions in a concrete which is heated on the surface by a hot air stream. From the analysis and discussion of the results, a hypothesis for a heat fatigue failure mechanism was developed. This mechanism is the creation and propagation of microcracks in the concrete. The cracks are mostly caused by drying shrinkage and lead to a scaling of the concrete surface. Four methods are proposed to modify concretes to achieve a better heat resistance when exposed to thermal cycling.
### METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS

#### Approximate Conversions to Metric Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply by</th>
<th>To Find</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd</td>
<td>yards</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### AREA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply by</th>
<th>To Find</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in²</td>
<td>square inches</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fr²</td>
<td>square feet</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd²</td>
<td>square yards</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m²</td>
<td>square miles</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>km²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MASS (weight)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply by</th>
<th>To Find</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>oz</td>
<td>ounces</td>
<td>28.35</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb</td>
<td>pounds</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>short tons</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### VOLUME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply by</th>
<th>To Find</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsp</td>
<td>teaspoons</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tbsp</td>
<td>tablespoons</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fl oz</td>
<td>fluid ounces</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>cups</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>pints</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qt</td>
<td>quarts</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gal</td>
<td>gallons</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft³</td>
<td>cubic feet</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd³</td>
<td>cubic yards</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TEMPERATURE (exact)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply by</th>
<th>To Find</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>°F</td>
<td>Fahrenheit</td>
<td>5/9 (after subtracting 32)</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1 in = 2.54 (exactly).* For other exact conversions and more detailed tables, see NBS Misc. Pub. 288, Units of Weights and Measures, Price $2.25, SD Catalog No. C1310 288.
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The report describes a study to investigate mechanisms which lead to fatigue failure of concrete pavement surfaces due to their repeated exposure to the hot exhaust gases of the auxiliary power unit (APU) of F/A-18 aircraft. The experimental results show a degradation of the microstructure and the mechanical properties with thermal cycling. Analytical modeling was used to calculate temperature and stress distributions in a concrete which is heated on the surface by a hot air stream. From the analysis and discussion of the results, a hypothesis for a heat fatigue failure mechanism was developed. This mechanism is the creation and propagation of microcracks in the concrete. The cracks are mostly caused by drying shrinkage and lead to a scaling of the concrete surface. Four methods are proposed to modify concretes to achieve a better heat resistance when exposed to thermal cycling.
FOREWORD

This project was aimed at understanding the behavior of normal weight (NW) concrete subjected to cyclic thermal loading. It includes experimental and analytical work with emphasis on thermal strain incompatibilities between cement paste and aggregates due to different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE).

In the experimental work, the ability in determining material properties such as CTE and pore structure is commended. With respect to the APU exhaust simulation, it appears that although the exhaust gas temperature was duplicated, no attempt at reproducing the heat flow itself was made. The heat flow depends upon the air speed and the relative heat capacity. Actual heat flow is most likely higher given the high exhaust gas speed and probably higher specific heat. Although this simulation is not completely accurate nor conservative, it nonetheless yields an approximation to the concrete surface temperature gradient which is the basis for the concurrent analytical work. The experiment also shows that this gradient is indeed significantly lower than the exhaust gases temperature gradient.

The analytical model is a two-step procedure which determines heat distribution then stress field, very similar to previous NCEL work. The insight into stress concentrations at the cement paste-aggregate interface emphasizes one of the main problems with NW concretes. Mitigation of shrinkage effects is also a valuable proposition.

One shortcoming perhaps of Phase I is that the objective did not include the evaluation of the effects of other material parameters such as modulus of elasticity, unit weight, specific heat, and conductivity on the concrete heat resistance. While the recommendations for future work are very pertinent, less emphasis should be placed on further studying the behavior of materials that will fail (such as lower quality concrete) and more on how to determine heat resistant ones. The study of the aggregate-cement paste interface should not be directed towards further refinement but instead towards evaluating acceptable levels of CTE variation between aggregates and paste, which in turn would help with selecting acceptable aggregates.

In summary, this report provides useful new insight in the behavior of NW concrete subjected to thermal cycling.
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### TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APU</td>
<td>Auxillary Power Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>Chemically Bonded Ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>Coefficient of Thermal Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEA</td>
<td>Finite Element Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>Finite Element Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>Mercury Intrusion Pore Symmetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>Naval Air Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEL</td>
<td>Naval Civic Engineering Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>Ordinary Portland Cement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.h.</td>
<td>Relative Humidity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Airfield pavements are subjected to extremely severe use conditions. They must repeatedly resist dynamic loads induced by high speed, high performance aircraft which may weigh upwards of 70,000 lbs. for fighters, and 800,000 lbs. for transports (12). In addition, these pavements must survive severe weathering and resist attack from harsh deicing chemicals, jet fuels and hydraulic fluids. These pavements must now resist a new thermal threat of turbine exhaust, either from the APU (such as the F/A-18), sustained intense heat from vertical takeoff and landing aircraft (such as the AV-8B Harrier Jump Jet or the V-22 Osprey), and the brief but still higher temperatures resulting from vectored thrust of the next generation aircraft.

The US Navy has already experienced problems with concrete pavements in apron areas where F/A-18 fighter jets are stationed. The problem occurred after 1-2 years of service as a scaling of the concrete surface at locations where the hot exhaust gases of the APU hit the pavement. The heat exposure partially combined with oil and/or fuel spills seemed to be the cause of the failure.

The study described in this report was undertaken to understand mechanisms which lead to failure of pavements in F/A-18 parking areas. At the time the proposal was written the failure caused by the F/A-18’s APU was thought to be the same type as experienced with AV-8B Harrier aircraft - an explosive spalling failure as it is experienced when concrete is heated too quickly (1,5).

During the planning phase of the project, however, it became apparent that the damage to pavements of Navy Airfields follows a different pattern. Mel Hironaka from NCEL, Port Hueneme, CA visited CEMCOM on May 18, 1990, and presented photographs from damaged parking areas as well as the experiments conducted so far by the Navy and their results. The damages looked like a scaling failure as opposed to a spalling failure. This means that instead of spalling explosively during one single heat exposure the concrete does not show damage until 1-2 years after it was regularly exposed to the APU’s hot exhaust gases. By that time the concrete probably underwent hundreds of heat cycles. The failure is comparable to a freeze-thaw damage where visual degradation shows up only after enough freeze-thaw cycles. The damaged areas also looked very comparable to a concrete degraded by freezing and thawing.

With this new information the project had to be adjusted to look into a fatigue failure mechanism caused by cyclic thermal loading. Part of the original work plan
could be maintained but the emphasis shifted.

This report describes a study undertaken to understand the long term failure of concrete exposed to heat. It involves a literature search, experimental studies to investigate material parameters and characterization of microstructure, a simulation of the APU’s impact on concrete and analytical models to calculate temperature and stress distributions in a concrete surface exposed to the hot APU exhaust gases.

Outline of the Project

The project started with a literature review. The review concentrated on three areas:
- temperature behavior of concrete.
- Naval studies of thermal failure of airfield parking aprons
- concrete microstructure especially bonding and microcracking.

The literature review provided data about mechanical and microstructural properties of concrete exposed to heat. These data, however, refer mostly to a one time neat exposure or only to spalling as opposed to scaling. Some literature was available about thermal cycling, long term heat exposure and microcracking - a possible fatigue mechanism - due to heating and cooling.

Therefore the first part of the experimental program concentrated on obtaining mechanical and microstructural properties on mortar specimens which underwent thermal cycling. The measurements focussed on development of strength and cracks as well as dimensional stability. It was suspected that the development of cracks is related to fatigue. Cracks form due to Coefficient Thermal Expansion (CTE) mismatch between aggregates and matrix and due to shrinkage, parameters which define the dimensional behavior of a solid.

The second part of the experimental program were experiments to simulate the APU’s impact on a concrete pavement. Part of this was the design and construction of a hot air blower unit. The measurements themselves concentrated on getting temperature profiles on the surface and inside a concrete slab. According to the Navy’s reports there seemed to be a need for data concerning the actual temperature load on and in the concrete pavements. Furthermore experiments were conducted to assess the damage in a heat exposed concrete surface before the actual scaling starts. For these tests the surface permeability was measured by a vacuum decay method.
Parallel to and interacting with the experimental work, analytical modeling was performed by Professor Peter Chang from the University of Maryland. The interaction with the experiments was such that experimentally determined properties (CTE’s and shrinkage function) were used as input for part of the models.

The modeling concentrated on three areas.
1) Calculation of a temperature distribution in concrete from the APU’s exhaust data; 2) calculation of stresses in concrete resulting from a transient heat flow. This was done with and without accounting for shrinkage; and 3) calculation of stresses in an interface (matrix-aggregate) as well as in the surrounding matrix and the aggregate itself.

Literature

Most published data concerning the behavior of concrete at elevated temperatures is in the context of fire damage and performance in nuclear reactor vessels. Temperatures investigated range up to 2000F. The concretes investigated were mainly quartz (gravel) and limestone concretes subject to hydrothermal heating (nuclear power plant containment) or drying conditions during the heating phase (fire) (1-4).

One of the best sources of information is a paper by Schneider (1). In this article, the changes that take place in concrete as it is heated are carefully delineated and documented. Dimensional changes as a function of temperature are reported for a typical Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) cement matrix. A cement matrix containing sand, with a water/cement ratio of 0.5 will expand up to about 300F and show a CTE of about 6-7 ppm/F. Above this temperature, the cement phases dehydrate and substantial shrinkage takes place. A limestone aggregate has a CTE of approximately 2.5 ppm/F but its CTE increases above 700F. Quartz aggregates on the other hand, have a CTE of approximately 6.5 to 7 and it is fairly linear up to the inflection point in the quartz expansion at about 950F. The author points out that the large aggregates in concrete tend to dominate the thermal expansion coefficient of the cementitious composite.

All reports also give compressive and flexural strength data on concrete upon heating. If the concrete can dry during the heating process a loss in strength is observed for both limestone and quartz concrete. The strength loss increases with increasing temperature. In a range of up to about 400F a compressive strength retention or even a slight increase can be observed (1,3,4).
Concrete subjected to thermal cycling looses more strength according to (4) with an increasing number of cycles. The modulus of elasticity also goes down. This effect could not be observed by another researcher (3) who saw no significant effect of the number of thermal cycles on the strength drop. If concrete is not exposed to cycles but to a high temperature for long periods of time (up to 3 months) the strength loss increases with increasing exposure time (2). This effect was observed for temperatures higher than 167°F.

Reducing the water-cement ratio increases the initial strength of concrete and according to (2), it also enhances the performance after heat exposure - the retention strengths are higher. Results for high strength concretes were recently published in a report by Diederichs, et al (5) which examines three high strength binders and their behavior at temperature. He found that the control portland cement (initial strength 4500 psi) had nearly complete strength retention up to 700°F while binders containing fly ash, silica fume or slag, retained only 65% of their initial strength up to this temperature. The initial strength of these materials was substantially higher, however, averaging about 13,500 psi. The higher absolute values of the strength in these systems, even after exposure to elevated temperature to 700°F is encouraging except for one aspect related to their performance in a fire and that is spalling. The high strength of these materials is achieved through substantial reduction in the matrix gel pore size. The decreased permeability does not allow diffusion of moisture rapidly enough to prevent failure.

In hydrothermal conditions, concrete also loses strength but this is much more severe for limestone concrete (2). The strength loss in these cases is attributed to mineralogical changes in the binder which lead to a coarsening of the pore structure (6). For quartz concrete these negative changes are compensated by an additional reaction of free silica and/or fine sand with calcium hydroxide (2), (6).

For concrete which dries during heat exposure, the damages result from the decrease in strength caused by the formation and propagation of cracks (7). For temperatures up to 662°F cracking happens during the cooling phase, for temperatures above 842°F the majority of cracking takes place during heat-up. Kordina et al. obtained these results from creep and acoustic emission measurements (7).

The more or less 'classic' literature does not contain any information about the bonding/interfacial behavior of aggregates and matrix. Bonding studies are limited to the
pull-out behavior of concrete reinforcement. Some limited information about the aggregate-matrix bond is available from a recent Materials Research Society Symposium on "Bonding in Cementitious Composites" (8).

### TABLE I. Cleavage Strength of Composite Samples Prepared with Different Kinds of Cements and Rocks (Odler and Zurz) (8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydration Time</th>
<th>Basalt (psi)</th>
<th>Quartz (psi)</th>
<th>Limestone (psi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1w*</td>
<td>73±30</td>
<td>87±30</td>
<td>145±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4w</td>
<td>101±15</td>
<td>116±58</td>
<td>189±15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8w</td>
<td>116±15</td>
<td>174±44</td>
<td>203±58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8w + 12 hr @ 200°F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>174±58</td>
<td>131±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC + 10% Silica Fume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1w</td>
<td>174±58</td>
<td>174±58</td>
<td>160±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4w</td>
<td>232±73</td>
<td>247±73</td>
<td>218±44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8w</td>
<td>247±73</td>
<td>290±87</td>
<td>261±58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8w + 12 hr @ 200°F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>262±87</td>
<td>203±58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC + 5% PFA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1w</td>
<td>101±15</td>
<td>131±15</td>
<td>118±15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4w</td>
<td>131±30</td>
<td>174±44</td>
<td>160±15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8w</td>
<td>131±30</td>
<td>189±44</td>
<td>203±44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8w + 12 hr @ 200°F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>203±44</td>
<td>174±44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*w = week

Table 1, is reproduced from a paper by Odler (8). It is interesting to note that the bond strength to limestone is better than quartzite when cured at room temperature. If well hydrated samples are heated to 200°F in a moist environment, the quartzite bond strength does not change but the limestone bond strength is reduced by 35%. Pulverized Fly Ash (PFA) or silica fume can improve the bond strength in both cases. Other studies report bond strength 50% higher but the same relative trends hold (9).

It is interesting to note that the Navy reports authored by George Wu reflect a similar development as the general literature about temperature behavior of concrete. While most of these reports dealt with the higher exhaust temperatures of the AV-8B and the advanced V/TOL, two of the reports (15, 17), dealt with the APU heating problem on the F/A-18. This shows that up to now there was no real need to study thermal, cyclic exposure of concrete. One apparent difficulty in studying this phenomena is the problem of getting consistent data. Experiments were carefully designed so that at each parking position, a
control was run on half the exhaust impingement area and a coating was tested on the other half. In most instances the control and the test section in an individual location would yield the same results yet big differences might be found from one parking position to the next.

Another important conclusion is the importance of the quality of the aggregates on the performance of the pavements, particularly when exposed to high temperature. Limestone aggregates were found to be the worst for heat resistance. The NAS Cecil Field parking aprons contained Florida limestone and has erosion or spalling in nearly all locations. The NAS Lemore parking aprons, which were made with concretes that had higher quality aggregates, showed much less heat induced damage. This information is consistent with the data found in our own literature search which is that the limestone aggregates to cement bond weakens when exposed to elevated temperature. The cause for this weakening has not been discussed in any of the literature that we have seen thus far. It could be that the surface bonding phase is thermally unstable and simply decomposes at high temperatures. Also, mismatch in CTE between the limestone and the sand filled cementitious binder might create a stress that leads to debonding.

Since the literature described in this section focuses more on the behavior of concrete exposed to relatively high temperatures for one cycle, there is not too much information available concerning a long term fatigue failure due to thermal cycling at lower temperatures. Therefore a rather intense part of the investigation was dedicated to experimental work in the area of material behavior at low temperature cycling (400F). This work is complimented by experiments on concrete (simulation of field exposure) and analytical calculations of temperature and stress distributions.

Experimental

Materials and Specimen Preparation

Mortar Samples

Five different mortars were cast using a Portland type I cement. All mixes had a ratio of water 4 parts: cement 10 parts: aggregate 25 parts. This corresponds to a paste: aggregate volume ratio of 1:3. The mix compositions are given in Table II.
TABLE II. Mix Composition for Mortars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series #</th>
<th>Aggregate</th>
<th>Additives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ottawa Sand</td>
<td>M-100R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ASTM C-109)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quartzite</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Quartzite</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12% Silica Fume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fused Silica</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M-100R is a high range water reducing admixture based on the sodium salt of beta-naphthalene sulfonic acid, formaldehyde condensate. Quartz and limestone sand were locally available aggregates. The C-109 sand came from Ottawa, IL and the fused silica was a TECO fused silica from CE Minerals. The gradation of the aggregates was within the specifications for concrete sand according to ASTM C33.

The individual ingredients for a mix were dry mixed in a Hobert mixer for one minute, then water was added and mixing continued for another two minutes. Twelve bars, 6" x 1.5" x .75", twelve 2" cubes and two expansion bars 10" x 1" x 1" were cast from each mix. The samples were demolded after 24 hours and then cured in a moist box for 28 days.

Concrete Samples

Four concrete slabs 48" x 28" x 6" were cast using Portland cement type I and quartzite and limestone aggregate from the same sources as for the mortars. The maximum aggregate size was 3/4". The composition for the different slabs is given in Table III.

TABLE III. Composition for Concrete Slabs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slab #</th>
<th>Aggregate</th>
<th>Additives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Silica Fume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>M-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All concretes had 610 lbs/yd.\(^3\) cement, 244 lbs/yd.\(^3\) water and 3241 lbs/yd.\(^3\) aggregate - the aggregates consisting of 1296 lbs/yd.\(^3\) sand and 1945 lbs/yd.\(^3\) gravel. The water cement ratio was 0.4.
The concrete was mixed in a 6.5 cu.ft. concrete mixer and placed into wooden frames sitting on a flat steel surface. On the bottom was a steel frame with reinforcement bars. Six thermocouples were also positioned inside the frame. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the concrete slab with the reinforcement cage and the thermocouples.

Figure 1. Concrete Slab with Reinforcement and Thermocouples

Thermocouples 1 through 4 were on the surface, thermocouples 5 and 6 under #3 at 1/2" and 1" depths, respectively. Thermocouple #3 was placed in the area of the hot air impingement.

After casting the concrete slab, surfaces were kept wet by spraying water on them. The slabs were wrapped in plastic and cured for 28 days.

Measurements

Mortar Sample Tests

After curing, the flexural strength and compressive strength was measured on three bars and cubes, respectively. The rest of the samples underwent heat cycling. One heat cycle consisted of placing the samples in an oven, which was at 400F for two hours, pulling them
out of the oven afterwards and letting them cool down for two hours at ambient temperature. Weights and lengths of the expansion bars were measured before and after the heat cycle.

After 1, 11 and 50 heat cycles, flexural and compressive strengths were determined.

Dilatometer experiments were carried out on separate specimens 2" x 1/2" x 1/2". While the length changes were measured the samples were heated to 400°F at a rate of 35°F/hr. After the first run all the moisture (free water) was lost and the shrinkage was determined. A second experiment was conducted right afterwards for the dry sample. This yielded the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The CTE was used to calculate the shrinkage as a function of temperature from the first run. Figure 2 shows schematically the results from the dilatometer experiments.

![Schematic Dilatometer Traces for Wet and Dry Mortar Specimens](image)

**Figure 2.** Schematic Dilatometer Traces for Wet and Dry Mortar Specimens

The pore structure was determined using mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). Mercury as a non-wetting fluid (contact angle >90 degrees) will not penetrate a pore system unless pressure is applied. Washburn deducted an equation which correlates the pressure necessary to fill a
cylindrical pore with its pore diameter (10):

\[ p = \frac{4 \sigma \cos \theta}{d} \]

where \( p \) = pressure
\( \sigma \) = surface tension for Hg
\( \theta \) = contact angle
\( d \) = pore diameter

Figure 3 shows the principle of mercury penetrating a pore.

Figure 3. Principle of Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP)

During the measurement, the sample is surrounded by mercury. In the beginning, the pressure is very low and then increased. While the pressure increases, the volume of mercury intruding the sample is measured. The pressure-intruded volume measurements result in a cumulative volume distribution as shown in Figure 4. The coarse pore volume is measured first at low pressure and, as the pressure increases along with the intruded volume, the fine pore volume is measured. Therefore, even though the data is plotted from small pore on the left to large pore on the right, the actual measurement takes place from large to small or right to left.
For pressures between .5 psi and 60,000 psi a pore diameter range between 300 um and $2 \times 10^{-3}$ um is accessible during the measurement.

MIP measurements were done for the control samples and the heat cycled samples. Parts of the flex bars were used.

**Concrete Sample Tests**

The concrete slabs were exposed to a hot air stream which simulated the exposure of a concrete pavement to the hot APU exhaust gases. Figure 5 shows the experimental set-up.

**Figure 5. The Blower Unit**
The blower directs hot air from the oven onto the surface of the slab at an angle of 45 degrees. The air flows over the slab and back into the oven. The slab was insulated in such a way that only its surface was exposed to the hot air. The surface was exposed for 30 minutes to the hot air, then the blower was shut off and the concrete slab pulled out of the unit to cool down. During heating and cooling the temperatures in the slab and the air stream were measured. The velocity of the air was also measured. The experiment was done at oven temperatures of 300F for the first three cycles and 400F for the next three cycles for each slab.

Before and after the heat cycles, the 'surface permeability' was measured. The set-up was as shown in Figure 6. A steel bell was sealed to the concrete surface and vacuum of 30 in Hg (~760 mm) applied for 7 minutes. The vacuum pump was disconnected and the pressure inside the bell increased due to the air flowing inside the bell through the concrete. The rate of pressure increase was measured in mm Hg per second, and represents a measure of the concrete surface quality (permeability). A similar set-up to estimate concrete surface durability after curing has been used and described in (11).

![Figure 6. 'Surface Permeability' Measurements](image)

**Finite Element Models (FEM)**

Analytical modeling of the effects of heat exposure to concrete pavements was conducted by Professor Peter Chang
of the University of Maryland. The modeling work consists of three parts:

- calculation of temperature distributions in the concrete from convective and conductive heating.
- calculation of stress contour plots for a monolithic material using transient heating.
- calculation of stresses at the interface, in the aggregate and in the matrix surrounding an aggregate for a simple model.

The temperature distributions have been calculated assuming an air flow parallel to the surface at 60 mph and 380°F. The convection calculation was uncoupled from the conduction calculations. Further assumptions were a turbulent flow and concrete properties similar to those of high density metal filled Chemically Bonded Ceramics (CBC).

The stress calculations were made for a monolithic material used with average mechanical and heat properties for quartz and limestone concrete. Strengths, moduli of elasticity, heat capacity and heat conductivity do not vary much for the different concretes. The main difference between quartz and limestone concrete is their CTE due to the different CTE’s of the aggregates. CTE’s of 3*10^-6 °F^-1 for limestone and 7*10^-6 °F^-1 for quartz concrete were chosen (18).

Some of the calculation took shrinkage into account. The shrinkage of the mortar matrices as function of temperature were obtained from the dilatometer experiments.

The calculations of stresses in an interface and the adjacent aggregate and mortar were performed for a simple model of a spherical aggregate 1/2" below the surface as shown in Figure 7.

![Diagram](attachment:figure7.png)

**Figure 7.** Model to Evaluate the Aggregate-Mortar Interface
Results

Mortar Experiments

Mechanical Properties

The flexural and compressive strengths for the mortar series are given as a function of the number of heat cycles in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

![Figure 8. Flexural Strength Development with Heat Cycling](image)

With the exception of the fused silica mortar all samples performed well and showed initial flexural strength well above the minimum requirement of 650 psi for pavements. Even after 50 cycles most of the flexural strengths values lie around 1,000 psi—still an excellent performance. But, the strength is definitely degrading with increasing heat cycles.

![Figure 9. Compressive Strength Development with Heat Cycling](image)
All the compressive strengths go up for the first 11 cycles, then start to go slowly down. Again, the fused silica mortar shows the less favorable behavior. The other mortars exhibit compressive strengths between 6,000 and 11,000 psi and can therefore be considered as high strength mortars according to the ACI.

Shrinkage

Shrinkage data are available from the expansion bar measurements as a function of heat cycles and from the dilatometer experiments. Shrinkages determined from the dilatometer measurements are given in Table IV for the five mortar series in different temperature ranges.

**TABLE IV. Shrinkages for Mortars from Dilatometer Experiments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp. Range [°F]</th>
<th>C-109</th>
<th>Quartz</th>
<th>Quartz/SF</th>
<th>Limestone</th>
<th>Fused Silica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77-131</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-185</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-239</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-293</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.117</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-347</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.148</td>
<td>.090</td>
<td>.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-400</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>.171</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All shrinkages are cumulative shrinkages given in percent. Shrinkages measured on the expansion bars are given in Figure 10 and compared to the total shrinkage at 400°F from the dilatometer experiments.

**Figure 10. Shrinkage at 400°F for the Mortar Series**
From Table IV and the bar diagram, it is obvious that the quartz/SF mortar and the fused silica mortar show the highest shrinkage values. The shrinkages measured on expansion bars show lower values than those from dilatometer experiments. A possible explanation is the influence of moisture pick-up on shrinkage. Samples in the dilatometer do not pick-up moisture upon cooling, since they are in a closed environment. The expansion bars cool in the laboratory environment and easily pick-up moisture which leads to swelling.

This effect can be seen in Figure 11 where the shrinkage is plotted versus the weight change of the samples for the C-109 and quartz mortar. The different shrinkages and weights were measured for expansion bars after extended exposure to the humidity of the laboratory air. There is a strong relationship between the shrinkage and the weight loss of samples.

![Graph showing shrinkage vs weight loss](image)

**Figure 11. Shrinkage as a Function of Weight Loss**

**Coefficients of Thermal Expansion**

The CTE's for the mortars in a temperature range of 77F to 400F are given in Table V.
Table V. CTE's for the Mortar Series*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C-109</th>
<th>Quartz</th>
<th>Quartz/SF</th>
<th>Limestone</th>
<th>Fused Silica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>5.8915</td>
<td>5.8598</td>
<td>5.7700</td>
<td>3.1896</td>
<td>0.0866</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE: Multiply all values by 10^{-6}/F.

The first three series with quartzitic aggregates exhibit CTE's around 5.8 to 5.9 *10^{-6}/F, the limestone mortar is about half of that, and the use of fused silica as an aggregate reduces the coefficient of thermal expansion by two orders of magnitude.

MIP

The measurements of pore size distribution with mercury intrusion porosimetry resulted for all mortars in a type of curve as shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12. Basic Behavior of the Cumulative Intrusion Volume for the Mortars](image)

The intruded volume of mercury is displayed as a function of the pore diameter. The curve can be divided into two sections. The first starts at diameters of about 300 um (1.181*10^{-2} in.) and goes down to about 0.2 um (7.874*10^{-6} in.). The second part starts around 0.2 um (7.874*10^{-6} in.) and shows a steep increase of the intruded volume, levels off at about 0.02 um (7.874*10^{-7} in.) and goes down to about 0.002 um (7.874*10^{-8} in.). This second part represents the capillary and the coarse part of the gel pore system in a cementitious material. The first
section of the curve reflects the volume of defects and cracks.

Figures 13 through 17 show these MIP curves for the five mortars after different numbers of heat cycles. Although there are differences, the various materials show the same pattern:
- the second part of the curve, representing the pore volumes is not very much affected by the heat cycles.
- the first part of the curve - the crack or defect volume - increases with increasing heat cycles.

![MIP Curves for C-109 Mortar]

**Figure 13. MIP Curves for C-109 Mortar**

The C-109 mortar shows a constant increase in cracks starting with the first cycle and resulting in a crack volume of about 0.006 cc/g after 50 heat cycles.

![MIP Curves for Quartz Mortar]

**Figure 14. MIP Curves for Quartz Mortar**
The quartz mortar shows this behavior up to 11 cycles. After 50 cycles, however, the crack volume decreased.

Figure 15. MIP Curves for Quartz/SF Mortar

The quartz/SF mortar shows a pronounced densification of the defect/crack volume after 1 cycle. This might be due to the reactivity of the silica fume at high temperatures as long as moisture is present. After 11 and 50 cycles the crack volume increases and is higher than the one measured for the control sample. For these samples, moisture was no longer present.

Figure 16. MIP Curves for Limestone Mortar
The limestone mortar shows almost no difference after 1 cycle. Crack volume is slightly increased after 11 cycles.

Figure 17. MIP Curves for Fused Silica Mortar

The fused silica mortar has almost identical structures for the control sample and after 1 heat cycle - the crack volume is slightly reduced. After 11 cycles, however, this material shows the most dramatic increase in cracking.

Figure 18 shows a comparison of the different mortars after 11 cycles of heat exposure.

Figure 18. Comparison of MIP Curves for the Different Mortars After 11 Heat Cycles
The limestone mortar shows the lowest defect volume, followed by the quartz/SF mortar. The quartz and C-109 mortars are very similar but higher in defects than the limestone and quartz/SF mortars. The fused silica shows by far the highest volume of cracks.

**Concrete Experiments**

**Temperature Profiles**

Figures 19 through 22 show the temperature as a function of time at different locations of the quartz concrete slab during a 300F and 400F heat cycle, respectively.* Corresponding diagrams for limestone and quartz/SF concretes are given in appendix A1 through A8.

![Temperature Profile Graph](image)

**Figure 19. Surface Temperatures of Concrete During a 30 Minute 300F Air Stream Exposure**

*NOTE: The oven/blower system used in the exposure tests did not provide gas flow conditions that closely modeled F/A-18 exhaust parameters.*
Figure 20. Temperatures at the Surface and at Various Depths at the Impingement Area for a 300°F Heat Cycle

Figure 21. Surface Temperatures of Concrete During a 400°F Heat Cycle
Figure 22. Temperature at the Surface and at Various Depths at the Impingement Area During a 400F Heat Cycle

Thermocouple #8 represents for all plots the air stream temperature about 1/2" above the surface in the middle of the concrete slab. Air speeds measured at that location were around 70-80 mph. The temperatures reached were about 275F and 375F for initial oven temperatures of 300F and 400F.

The maximum surface temperatures (thermocouples 1 through 3) range between 160F and 220F after 30 minutes of hot air exposure during a 300F cycle and between 200F and 280F for a 400F exposure. This holds true for all samples measured. The variation is caused by the different locations of the thermocouples and by slightly different concrete covers above them. The higher temperatures are generally measured in the area of impingement.

Temperatures at depths of 1/2 inch range from 170 to 180F (300F cycle) and 200 to 230F (400F cycle) for all concretes. One inch below the surface these numbers are 140 to 155F and 160 to 180F, respectively. The variations of temperature for different slabs are much less pronounced inside than on the surface or slightly below the surface of the concretes.

The temperatures on the back side of the specimen (6" from the surface) reach their maximum of 100 to 120F about 30 minutes after the blower has been shut off (one hour after start of test).
Surface Permeability

The quality of the concrete surface due to heat cycling is shown in Figures 23 and 24 in terms of the vacuum decay. In these Figures, cycles 1 through 3 were at 300°F and cycles 4 through 6 at 400°F. With an increasing number of heat cycles the vacuum in the steel bell degrades quicker indicating that air is flowing more rapidly through the concrete.

Looking at the absolute numbers in Figure 23, the limestone and quartz/SF concrete perform much better with both curves lying under the curve for the quartz concrete. These two samples showed a much denser concrete initially.

![Graph showing vacuum decay versus number of heat cycles for different concrete types.]

Figure 23. Vacuum decay Versus Number of Heat Cycles in the Area of Impingment

The rate of surface degradation, which is expressed as the relative vacuum decay in Figure 24, however, is higher for the limestone and the quartz/SF concretes, especially after the exposure to the 400°F heat cycles. The apparently better performance of the limestone concrete after 5 cycles was caused by moisture pick-up between the cool down phase and the measurement (5 days).
Figure 24. Relative Vacuum Decay for the Same Area as in Figure 23

**Modeling**

**Temperature Distribution**

Modeled and measured temperature distributions are shown in Figure 25. The measured temperatures were from F/A-18 APU exhaust footprint tests conducted by the Naval Air Propulsion Center on a concrete slab (aggregate composition not determined).

Figure 25. Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Temperature Profiles
The data measured at a 1/2 inch depth of the concrete slab compare very well with the 'TG56' set measured at 3/8" taking into account that the variation in temperature at that depth is around ±15°F. The modeled curve, however, is definitely below the experimentally obtained. This is probably due to the assumptions listed in the modeling paragraph earlier in this report. The two major differences in the assumptions as compared to the experiment are:
- a flow parallel to the surface as opposed to a 45 degree impingement.
- the use of dense, metal filled CBC properties which would explain a slower heat up rate than ordinary concrete.

**Stress Contours**

The original data and diagrams as provided by Professor Chang are in appendix A9 - A23. Some black and white copies are displayed in Figures 26 and 27. The figures show stresses in a quartz/SF concrete at the end of a 30 minute heating phase. Calculations have been made taking shrinkage into account and using only the shrinkage occurring after the cool down phase.

Calculations without shrinkage are given in appendix A9 and A12. The plot in A12 (stress contours for a quartz concrete without shrinkage) also holds true for the quartz/SF concrete, because the silica fume affects only the shrinkage behavior of the concrete.
Figure 26. Stress as a Function of Depth due to Heating (Including Shrinkage)

Figure 27. Stress as a Function of Depth After Cooling due to Shrinkage
Heating the concrete creates compressive stresses of up to 3000 psi due to the CTE of aggregates and matrix as shown in appendix A9 and A12. The limestone concrete shows lower stresses than the quartz and/or quartz/SF concrete. If the model allows the concrete to shrink (Figure 26 appendix A10 and A13) these compressive stresses are mitigated. This is due to the superposition of tensile stresses due to shrinkage of the matrix. This effect is most visible for the limestone concrete (compare A9 to A10). For the quartz and quartz/SF concrete the top layer of stresses becomes thinner. These tensile stresses, however, remain after cool down since the shrinkage is permanent. Figure 27 as well as appendix A11 and A14 shows those remaining tensile stresses. The magnitude of the stresses decreases in order from the quartz/SF followed by the quartz and finally by the limestone concrete. This corresponds to a decrease in shrinkage in the temperature range up to 200°F (see Table IV). It should be noted that the compressive stresses created during heating are well below the compressive strength of the material. The permanent tensile stresses, however, can exceed the tensile stress capability of the concrete, especially in the case of the quartz/SF concrete.

**Stresses for the Interface**

Appendix A17-A20 show the net and blow-ups thereof used to calculate strains and stresses for the interface model. Appendix A21-A23 show first and second principal stresses in matrix and aggregate for a limestone matrix-limestone aggregate (3/4") combination after 30 minutes of heating. Shrinkage is not included in the calculation. Spring forces and stresses thereof are given in Table VI. Negative values are compressive; positive numbers are tensile stresses. The location of the spring elements in the interface is shown in appendix A20. Element #51 through 63 are radial forces, elements #64-76 represent tangential forces and stresses respectively.
Table VI. Spring Forces Between Matrix and Aggregate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element #</th>
<th>Force (lbs.)</th>
<th>Stress (psi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>radial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>162.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>-10.99</td>
<td>-112.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>-65.34</td>
<td>-666.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>-58.78</td>
<td>-599.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>-132.60</td>
<td>-1353.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>-72.98</td>
<td>-744.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>-115.80</td>
<td>-1181.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>-43.70</td>
<td>-445.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>-42.59</td>
<td>-434.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>-3.71</td>
<td>-37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>-15.42</td>
<td>-157.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>-6.83</td>
<td>-69.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tangential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>-50.07</td>
<td>-510.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>-45.16</td>
<td>-460.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>-96.16</td>
<td>-981.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>-40.66</td>
<td>-414.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>-42.52</td>
<td>-433.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
<td>-37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>-38.96</td>
<td>-397.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>-35.85</td>
<td>-365.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>-72.35</td>
<td>-738.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>-30.28</td>
<td>-309.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>-32.66</td>
<td>-333.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stresses created at the interface reach a maximum of up to 1350 psi. These stresses put the aggregate into compression - it assumes a more oval-like shape. The influence of shrinkage or other combinations of aggregate and matrix are difficult to predict from the calculations made so far.

Discussion

The results presented so far were obtained for mortars and concrete made in a laboratory environment with a water cement ratio of 0.40 and cured under optimum conditions. This resulted in a very good performance of the materials, with the exception of the fused silica mortar. The mechanical properties classify these materials as high strength concretes. The flexural strength were up to over two times higher than required for Navy pavements.
Complete failure of an airfield pavement typically does not occur for 1 - 2 years during which time the material is subjected to hundreds of heating cycles. The relatively short time period for this project did not allow observation of the phenomena directly. Therefore, the program was designed to look at the changes that precede failure which are pore structure coarsening, increasing permeability and degradation of mechanical properties with thermal cycling.

Even though no total failure has occurred yet, a working hypothesis can be developed from these results. The degradation of the microstructure and the mechanical properties is caused by the microcracking of the cement paste and the mortar matrix, respectively. The source of this microcracking is believed to be due primarily to drying shrinkage. This hypothesis provides and explains the mechanism that leads to failure, how the failure develops and what mix design parameters of a concrete are prone to a fatigue failure when exposed to heating. The hypothesis has to be proved in further long term and field studies before recommendations can be made on how to design a heat resistant airfield pavement.

The microcracking mechanism which leads to a fatigue failure has also been observed for concrete subjected to relatively high loads for long periods of time. Microcracking starts to develop when concrete is heated (mismatch in CTE) and/or drying (shrinkage). The formation and propagation of cracks in concrete due to heating and cooling has been observed by other researchers using acoustic emission (7). It also was observed using MIP on heated samples as well as on mechanically loaded samples (13). In our study it could be seen by an increase in a pore volume which is associated with the creation and growing of cracks. The intruded volume curves show these cracks very clearly as a second peak - the distribution is bimodal. The size of cracks between 1 um and .1 um corresponds to crack sizes measured on concrete samples subjected to the same temperatures (13).

Along with an increase in microcracking, the flexural strength of specimens went down. Flexural strength is most sensitive to cracks which can be considered notches. For the concrete slabs in our study, microcracking resulted in an increased surface permeability. The cracks render the surface more porous allowing more air to flow through it.

Eventually the increase of microcracking leads to a failure. In a standard mechanical test, the same mechanisms happens. A network of microcracks is created at relatively low loads (~20% of the ultimate load) and keeps growing until the sample fails. For a fatigue failure, the
microcrack network also grows until failure of the whole sample occurs. It takes, however, much more time.

The modeling work shows (stress contour plots) that cracking most likely happens on cool down of concrete, when the originally compressive stresses are overcome by tensile stresses. The fact that most damage to concrete is done during the cooling phase has been suggested by other researchers (7,14), including those cited by the Navy (15). The tensile stresses depend largely on the shrinkage associated with the drying of the samples. This goes along with the experimental results. The fused silica mortar which showed a high shrinkage, also exhibits the worst strength performance and shows the highest crack volume. Originally, the fused silica had been chosen for its low CTE. The mortar's CTE was two orders of magnitude lower than that of quartz or limestone samples and therefore would have very low thermal stresses if considered as a monolithic material. The difference in CTE between the fused silica sand and the cement paste matrix, however, is very high which would induce high stresses at the interface leading to debonding. The cracks observed most likely are caused by debonding due to high shrinkage and a large difference in CTE's.

Silica fume concrete, though originally with high strength and low permeability, showed the fastest increase in surface permeability and a decrease in flexural strength beyond 11 cycles for the mortars. The mismatch between sand and cement paste CTE was not very high - in fact the quartzitic sand comes the closest to the paste's CTE. This indicates that the shrinkage, which was high for the silica fume modified matrix is indeed a major player in causing a heat fatigue failure.

The performance of the quartz and C-109 mortar, as determined by flexural strength, were better during the cyclic thermal loading. They performed better not in terms of absolute strength values but by showing no further decrease in flexural strength between 11 and 50 heat cycles. This might be due to a moderate shrinkage and a close match of the CTE's of cement paste matrix and quartz sand. This match is also recommended in the Military Handbook for 'Rigid Pavement Design for Airfields' (16) where the use of sand and aggregates from the same material is specified (matrix-aggregate match).

The other samples, though performing very well in the beginning, show a continued downward trend. This continued trend would lead to a failure of the pavement after a sufficient number of cycles.
Another factor not fully investigated here is a very realistic moist-dry cycling. When concrete is heated it dries and shrinks. After cool down it reabsorbs moisture and swells. This effect which relates shrinkage and swelling to moisture loss and gain could be clearly seen in this study. This cyclic loading most probably would favor a faster failure than pure heat cycles without moisture pick-up in between.

As described in the preceding paragraphs, a mechanism which explains a scaling of concrete surfaces due to thermal cycling has been found and could be experimentally shown to happen in concrete. The samples tested showed an increasing degradation with increasing number of heat cycles, however, never failed totally as observed for the apron parking areas. This is due to the fact, that the limited time did not allow to expose the samples to a sufficient number of heat cycles. Furthermore, the samples showed very good mechanical properties so that a failure might occur after even more cycles than observed in the field. The degradation of a concrete surface could be observed by a non-destructive permeability measurement - a method which might be applied to airfield pavements to detect developing damages that can be repaired easily and inexpensively.

Conclusions

The results presented and discussed in the preceding sections provided a basis of understanding the fatigue failure of concrete pavements subject to the hot exhaust gases from an APU. They allow to draw the following conclusions:

1. Concrete and mortar exposed to one cycle of thermal treatment up to 400°F initially gains flexural and compressive strength.
2. Continuing heat cycling result in strength loss.
3. The strength loss up to 50 cycles was minimized for mortars containing quartzitic aggregates and no additives.
4. The heat cycling also leads to a degradation (coarsening of the pore structure) of the surface of a concrete even though the surface visibly looks intact.
5. The decrease in concrete performance is caused by microcracking affected by the CTE mismatch of aggregate and matrix and more important by the shrinkage of the matrix.
6. The microcracking and its increase with increasing cycles could be shown by MIP.
7. The modeling work confirmed experimental results by demonstrating that compressive stresses produced during a heating cycle due to CTE mismatch become tensile in the cool down phase due to the shrinkage.

Outlook: Future Research and Suggestions

The results obtained in Phase I of this project provide an excellent basis to start to understand the mechanisms and properties of concrete responsible for its heat fatigue failure. The continuation should focus on three areas:

- a broadening of the basic knowledge, especially where the effect of moisture is concerned.
- continuation of the modeling work.
- design and evaluation of heat resistant pavements including novel techniques.

Future Research

During the investigation it became apparent that not only the temperature exposure but also moisture pick-up after cool down affect the dimensional stability of the concrete. This effect has to be looked into further. Shrinkage and swelling are caused by moisture diffusing in and out of a cementitious system. Experiments would look into a cycling program for mortars similar to the one carried out so far. In addition, a 24 hour moist exposure - 75% relative humidity (r. h.) - would be added between the heat cycles. For the concrete slabs spraying with water (rain) between cycles would be appropriate.

In addition, the concrete slabs manufactured so far will be subjected to more heat cycles. Also, concrete with lower quality but still within the specifications for pavements will be cast and tested. The influence of the maximum aggregate size will be investigated. The slabs tested so far - at least the quartz concrete - might already provide sufficient resistance to cyclic thermal loading.

The modeling work should continue with the calculations for the interface model. This model could be extended to a more complex representation of the composite concrete. Repeated heating, preferably with calculation of crack patterns should be a major objective.
Suggestions

Given the present state of knowledge, shrinkage is the major player in creating and growing microcracks. Attempts to design a heat resistant (thermal cycling) pavement have to concentrate to reduce or eliminate shrinkage. There are several ways which can be proposed:

- Reduce the water/cement ratio further. This would reduce the degree of hydration and therefore the amount of phases contributing to shrinkage. Furthermore the resulting concrete will exhibit a higher strength. Using superplasticizers will make the mixing and casting of such a concrete easy.

- Autoclave concrete which leads to the mineralization of phases. For this approach additional silicate phases have to be provided in the mix design. The resulting mineral phases are more stable than the semi-crystalline CSH phases in normal concrete and show much less shrinkage.

- Seal concrete after drying which prevents it from further moisture loss or gain. The movement of moisture in and out of a concrete basically causes shrinkage. If this process can be eliminated without affecting the concretes performance, the shrinkage should be largely reduced.

- Design a concrete with shrinkage compensating additives. This shrinkage compensation has to be stable at elevated temperatures and/or moisture up-take. It would be achieved by adding a well balanced amount of an expansive material in order to end up with a total shrinkage close to zero.

The applicability and effectiveness of these measures has to be proven not only in the laboratory but also in field experiments. This means pavements in apron parking areas where F/A-18’s are stationed have to be cast with modified concretes. As those areas are being used they have to be monitored very closely.

Investigations to further build a sound understanding of fatigue failure and the work on modified concrete materials should make it very likely to come up with a heat resistant pavement design.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A-1 Air Stream and Surface Temperatures for Quartz/Silica Fume Concrete in Slab Test with Oven at 300°F
APPENDIX A-2  Air Stream and Concrete Temperatures on the Surface (#3), 0.5" below the Surface (#5), 1" below the Surface (#6) and on the Back Side of the Quartz/Silica Fume Concrete in Slab Test with Oven at 300°F
APPENDIX A-3  Air Stream and Surface Temperatures for Quartz/Silica Fume Concrete in Slab Test with Oven at 400F
QUARTZ/SF CONCRETE 400 F CYCLE

Temperature of TC X (F)

Time (MIN)

APPENDIX A-4  Air Stream and Concrete Temperatures on the Surface (#3), 0.5" Below the Surface (#5), 1" Below the Surface (#6) and the Back Side of the Quartz/Silica Fume Concrete in the Slab Test with Oven at 400F
LIMESTONE CONCRETE 300 F CYCLE

APPENDIX A-6  Air Stream and Concrete Temperatures on the Surface (#3), 0.5" Below the Surface (#5), 1" Below the Surface (#6) and on the Back Side of the Limestone Concrete in the Slab Test with the Oven at 300F
APPENDIX A-7  Air Stream and Concrete Temperatures on the Surface (#3), 0.5" Below the Surface (#5), 1" Below the Surface (#6) and the Back Side of the Limestone Concrete in the Slab Test with the Oven at 400°F
APPENDIX A-8 Air Stream and Surface Temperatures for Limestone Concrete in Slab Test with the Oven at 400°F

LIMESTONE CONCRETE 400°F CYCLE

TIME (MIN)

TEMPERATURE (°F)

Thermocouple 8
Thermocouple 3
Thermocouple 2
Thermocouple 1
Appendix A-9  Calculated stresses in limestone concrete after 30 minutes of convective heating from the F/A 18 APU using thermal expansion only. (negative values are compressive).
Appendix A-10  Calculated stresses in limestone concrete after 30 minutes of convective heating from the F/A 18 APU using thermal expansion and drying shrinkage. (negative values are compressive).
Appendix A-11  Calculated stresses in limestone concrete due to permanent shrinkage after convective heating then cooling (positive values are tensile).
Appendix A-12 Calculated stresses in quartz concrete after 30 minutes of convective heating from the F/A 18 APU using thermal expansion only. (negative values are compressive).
Appendix A-13 Calculated stresses in quartz concrete after 30 minutes of convective heating from the F/A 18 APU using thermal expansion and drying shrinkage. (negative values are compressive).
Appendix A-14 Calculated stresses in quartz concrete due to permanent shrinkage after convective heating then cooling (positive values are tensile).
Appendix A-15  Calculated stresses in quartz/silica fume concrete after 30 minutes of convective heating from the F/A 18 APU using thermal expansion only. (negative values are compressive.)
Appendix A.16 Calculated stresses in quartz/silica fume concrete due to permanent shrinkage after convective heating then cooling (positive values are tensile).
### Appendix A-17

Finite element model of aggregate/matrix interaction.
Appendix A-18

Appendix A-18: Zoomed view of finite element model of matrix around the aggregate.
Appendix A-19  Zoomed view of finite element model of aggregate.
Appendix A-21  First principle stress in aggregate/matrix after 30 minutes of convective heating from APU (no shrinkage model).
Appendix A-22  Second principle stress in matrix after 30 minutes of convective heating from APU (no shrinkage model).
Appendix A-23 Second principal stress in aggregate after 30 minutes of convective heating from APU (no shrinkage model).
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